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A MULTIDIMENSIONAL TAUBERIAN THEOREM FOR LAPLACE
TRANSFORMS OF ULTRADISTRIBUTIONS
LENNY NEYT AND JASSON VINDAS
Abstract. We obtain a multidimensional Tauberian theorem for Laplace transforms
of Gelfand-Shilov ultradistributions. The result is derived from a Laplace transform
characterization of bounded sets in spaces of ultradistributions with supports in a
convex acute cone of Rn, also established here.
1. Introduction
In 1976, Vladimirov obtained an important multidimensional generalization of the
Hardy-Littlewood-Karamata Tauberian theorem [26]. Multidimensional Tauberian
theorems were then systematically investigated by him, Drozhzhinov, and Zav’yalov,
and their approach resulted in a powerful Tauberian machinery for multidimensional
Laplace transforms of Schwartz distributions. Such results have been very useful in
probability theory [30] and mathematical physics [1, 11, 29]. Tauberian theorems for
other integral transforms of generalized functions have been extensively studied by sev-
eral authors as well, see e.g. [9, 10, 21, 23, 24]. We refer to the monographs [22, 27, 28]
for accounts on the subject and its applications; see also the recent survey article [8].
The aim of this article is to extend the so-called general Tauberian theorem for the
dilation group [28, Chapter 2] from distributions to ultradistributions. Our consider-
ations apply to Laplace transforms of elements of S 1˚: rΓs, the space of Gelfand-Shilov
ultradistributions with supports in a closed convex acute cone Γ of Rn where ˚ and
: stand for the Beurling and Roumieu cases of weight sequences satisfying mild as-
sumptions (see Section 2 for definitions and notation). In Section 3 we provide char-
acterizations of bounded sets and convergent sequences in S 1˚: rΓs in terms of Laplace
transform growth estimates; interestingly, our approach to the desired Laplace trans-
form characterization is based on a useful convolution average description of bounded
sets of S 1˚: pR
nq, originally established in [7] (cf. [19]) but improved here by relaxing
hypotheses on the weight sequences. Those results are employed in Section 4 to derive
a Tauberian theorem in which the quasiasymptotic behavior of an ultradistribution
is deduced from asymptotic properties of its Laplace transform. Finally, as a natural
refinement of the main result of Section 3 when the weight sequences and the cone
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satisfy stronger regularity conditions, we prove in Section 5 that the Laplace trans-
form is an isomorphism of locally convex spaces between S 1˚: rΓs and a certain space of
holomorphic functions on the tube domain Rn ` i int Γ˚, with Γ˚ the conjugate cone
of Γ.
2. Preliminaries
We collect in this section several useful notions that play a role in the article.
2.1. Weight sequences. Given a weight sequence tMpupPN of positive real numbers,
we associate to it the sequences mp “Mp{Mp´1, p ě 1, and M
˚
p “Mp{p!. Throughout
this article we will often make use of some of the following conditions:
pM.1q: M2p ďMp´1Mp`1 , p ě 1 ;
pM.1q˚: pM˚p q
2 ďM˚p´1M
˚
p`1, p ě 1;
pM.2q1: Mp`1 ď AH
pMp, p P N, for certain constants A,H ě 1;
pM.2q: Mp`q ď AH
p`qMpMq, p, q P N, for certain constants A,H ě 1;
pM.3q1:
ř8
p“1 1{mp ă 8;
pM.3q:
ř8
p“q 1{mp ď c0q{mq, q ě 1, for a certain constant c0.
The meaning of all these conditions is very well explained in [14]. Whenever we consider
weight sequences, we assume they satisfy at least pM.1q. For multi-indices α P Nn, we
will simply denote M|α| by Mα. As usual the relation Mp ă Np between two such
sequences means that for any h ą 0 there is an L “ Lh ą 0 for which Mp ď Lh
pNp,
p P N. The associated function of the sequence Mp is given by
(2.1) Mptq :“ sup
pPN
log
tpM0
Mp
, t ą 0,
and Mp0q “ 0. It increases faster than log t as tÑ8 (cf. [14, p. 48]). The associated
function of the sequence M˚p will be denoted by M
˚ptq.
Throughout this text we shall often exploit the following bounds:
‚ If Mp satisfies pM.2q
1, then for any k ą 0
(2.2) Mptq ´Mpktq ď ´
logpt{Aq log k
logH
, t ą 0.
‚ Mp satisfies pM.2q if and only if
(2.3) 2Mptq ďMpHtq ` logpAM0q.
‚ If Mp satisfies pM.1q
˚, we have, for some A1 ą 0,
(2.4) M˚
ˆ
t
4pm1 ` 1qMptq
˙
ďMptq ` A1, t ě m1 ` 1.
Indeed the first and second statements are [14, Proposition 3.4] and [14, Proposi-
tion 3.6], while the third one is shown in [3, Lemma 5.2.5, p. 96]. We shall also
consider the following two sets
R
pMpq :“ tpℓpqpPN` : ℓp “ ℓ for some ℓ ą 0u,
R
tMpu :“ tpℓpqpPN` : ℓp Õ 8 and ℓp ą 0, @p P Nu,
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and use R˚ as a common notation. Naturally, these two sets do not depend on Mp at
all, but it will be very convenient for us to make a notational distinction between the
Beurling and Roumieu case of a weight sequence when dealing with ultradistributions.
For any pℓpq P R
˚, we write Lp “
śp
j“1 ℓj and denote the associated function ofMpLp as
Mℓpptq. The reader should keep in mind that whenever pM.1q holds one has the ensuing
useful assertions [4, Lemma 4.5, p. 417] on the growth of a function g : r0,8q Ñ r0,8q
(2.5) @h ą 0 : gptq “ OpeMphtqq ðñ Dpℓpq P R
tMpu : gptq “ OpeMℓpptqq
and
(2.6) @pℓpq P R
tMpu : gptq “ Ope´Mℓpptqq ðñ Dh ą 0 : gptq “ Ope´Mphtqq.
It is also important to point out that if Mp satisfies pM.2q or pM.2q
1, then for any
given pℓpq P R
˚ one can always find a pkpq P R
˚ such that kp ď ℓp, @p P N, and
MpKp satisfies the same condition as Mp. For the pMpq-case this is trivial, whereas the
assertion for the tMpu-case directly follows from [25, Lemma 2.3].
2.2. Ultradistributions. We now introduce the spaces of test functions and ultradis-
tributions that we need in this work. Let Mp and Np be two weight sequences. We
will always assume that the sequence Mp satisfies the conditions pM.1q, pM.2q
1, and
pM.3q1. On the other hand, our assumptions on Np are pM.1q
˚ and pM.2q. Further-
more, whenever considering the Beurling case we assume in addition that Np fulfills
pNAq: p! ă Np.
Note that these assumptions ensure thatNℓpptq “ optq [14, Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.10,
p. 52–53], N˚ℓpptq ă 8 for all t ě 0, and N
˚
ℓp
ptq Ñ 8 as t Ñ 8 for any sequence
pℓpq P R
˚. If stronger assumptions on the weight sequences are needed, this will be
explicitly stated in the corresponding statement.
Let us now define Gelfand-Shilov spaces with respect to the sequences Mp and Np.
We use the common notation ˚ “ pMpq, tMpu and : “ pNpq, tNpu for the Beurling and
Roumieu cases of the weight sequences. For any papq, pbpq P R
˚ we consider the Banach
space of all ϕ P C8pRnq such that
(2.7) ‖ϕ‖papq,pbpq “ sup
α,βPNn
sup
tPRn
|tβϕpαqptq|
AαMαBβNβ
,
and denote it by S
Mp,papq
Np,pbpq
pRnq. Then, we define the test function spaces
S˚: pR
nq :“ limÐÝ
papq,pbpqPR˚
S
Mp,papq
Np,pbpq
pRnq,
and consider their duals, the ultradistribution spaces S 1˚: pR
nq [3, 19]. As classically
done, the Roumieu type space S˚: pR
nq could have also be introduced via an inductive
limit, and that definition coincides (algebraically and topologically) with the projective
description given here (see e.g. [6]). One has that S
pMpq
pNpq
pRnq is an pFSq-space, while
S
tMpu
tNpu
pRnq is pDFSq.
The subspace of S˚: pR
nq consisting of compactly supported elements is denoted as
usual as D˚pRnq (it is non-trivial [14] because of pM.3q1) and we write D˚K for those
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elements of D˚K whose support is contained in a given compact subset K Ă R
n. Sim-
ilarly, E˚pRnq stands for the space of all ˚-ultradifferentiable functions on Rn. These
spaces are topologized in the canonical way [14, 15].
2.3. Laplace transform. Throughout the article Γ Ď Rn stands for a (non-empty)
closed, convex, and acute cone (with vertex at the origin). Acute means that its
conjugate cone,
Γ˚ :“ ty P Rn : y ¨ u ě 0, @u P Γu,
has non-empty interior and we set C “ int Γ˚. Note that Γ˚˚ “ Γ. The distance of a
point y P Rn to the boundary of C is denoted as
∆Cpyq :“ dpy, BCq.
We will often make use of the estimate (cf. [27, p. 61])
(2.8) y ¨ u ě ∆Cpyq|u|, @u P Γ, y P C.
The tube domain TC with base C is the set
TC :“ Rn ` iC Ď Cn.
For any ε ą 0, we denote by Γε the open set Γ`Bp0, εq. We define
S 1˚: rΓs “ tf P S
1˚
: pR
nq : supp f Ď Γu;
it is a closed subspace of S 1˚: pR
nq.
Let η : Rn Ñ R be a function such that ηpξq “ 1 for ξ P Γ and ηpξqeiz¨ξ P S˚: pR
nq for
any z P TC . The Laplace transform of f P S 1˚: rΓs is then the holomorphic function
L tf ; zu :“
〈
fpξq, ηpξqeiz¨ξ
〉
, z P TC .
One can always find such an η (see e.g. Lemma 3.3 below) and the definition of the
Laplace transform does not depend on this function. We write z “ x` iy for complex
variables.
3. Laplace transform characterization of bounded sets of S 1˚: rΓs
In this section we shall characterize those subsets of S 1˚: rΓs that are bounded (with
respect to the relative topology inherited from S 1˚: pR
nq) via bounds on the Laplace
transforms of their elements. The following theorem is our main result in this section.
Theorem 3.1. Let B Ď S 1˚: rΓs.
(i) If B is a bounded set, then, there is pℓpq P R
˚ for which, given any ε ą 0, there
is L “ Lε ą 0 such that for all f P B
(3.1) |L tf ; zu| ď L exp
ˆ
ε| Im z| `Mℓpp|z|q `N
˚
ℓp
ˆ
1
∆CpIm zq
˙˙
, z P TC .
(ii) Conversely, suppose there are ω P C, σ0 ą 0, L “ LB ą 0, and pℓpq P R
˚ such
that
(3.2) |L tf ; x` iσωu| ď L exp
ˆ
Mℓpp|x|q `N
˚
ℓp
ˆ
1
σ
˙˙
,
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for all f P B, x P Rn, and σ P p0, σ0s, then B is a bounded subset of S
1˚
: rΓs.
Before proving Theorem 3.1, let us discuss an important consequence. Namely, we
shall derive from it a characterization of convergent sequences of S 1˚: rΓs. Notice first
that if a sequence fk Ñ g in S
1˚
: pR
nq and supp fk Ď Γ for each k, one easily shows that
lim
kÑ8
L tfk; zu “ L tg; zu ,
and this limit holds uniformly for z in compact subsets of TC ; furthermore, by Theorem
3.1, the Laplace transforms of the fk satisfy bounds of the form (3.1) uniformly in k.
The converse also holds. In fact, the next result might be interpreted as a sort of
Tauberian theorem.
Corollary 3.2. Let pfkqkPN be a sequence in S
1˚
: rΓs. Suppose that there is a non-empty
open subset Ω Ď C such that for each y P Ω the limit
(3.3) lim
kÑ8
L tfk; iyu
exists. If there are ω P C, σ0 ą 0, and pℓpq P R
˚ such that
(3.4) sup
kPN, xPRn, σPp0,σ0s
exp
ˆ
´Mℓpp|x|q ´N
˚
ℓp
ˆ
1
σ
˙˙
|L tfk; x` iσωu| ă 8
then
(3.5) lim
kÑ8
fk “ g in S
1˚
: rΓs,
for some g P S 1˚: rΓs. In particular, the limit (3.3) is given by L tg; iyu.
Proof. Notice first that if two subsequences converge, respectively, to ultradistributions
g and h, the limits (3.3) tell us L tg; iyu “ L th; iyu for all y P Ω. By uniqueness of
holomorphic functions and the injectivity of the Laplace transform (which follows from
that of the Fourier transform), we conclude g “ h. It therefore suffices to show that
every arbitrary subsequence of the fk possesses a convergent subsequence in S
1˚
: rΓs,
but this follows from the fact that S 1˚: rΓs is Montel because, in view of Theorem 3.1,
the estimate (3.4) is equivalent to tfk : k P Nu being bounded in S
1˚
: rΓs (and hence
relatively compact). 
We shall prove Theorem 3.1 using several lemmas. For (i), we need the following
concept. A family tηεuεą0 of non-negative smooth functions ηε : R
n Ñ r0,8q is called
a ˚-Γ-mollifier if for every ε ą 0 the ensuing conditions hold
(a) ηεpξq “ 1 for ξ P Γ
ε while ηεpξq “ 0 for ξ R Γ
2ε;
(b) for every pℓpq P R
˚ there is a constant Hℓp,ε ą 0 such that
(3.6)
ˇˇ
ηpαqε pξq
ˇˇ
ď Hℓp,εLαMα, @ξ P R
n, @α P Nn.
Lemma 3.3. There are ˚-Γ-mollifiers.
Proof. The existence of such functions is guaranteed by non-quasianalyticity. Take
any non-negative ϕ P D˚ pRnq such that suppϕ Ă Bp0, 1{2q and
ş
Rn
ϕpξqdξ “ 1.
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Set ϕεpξq :“ ε
´nϕpξ{εq and let χΓ3ε{2 be the characteristic function of Γ
3
2
ε. Taking
ηε “ ϕε ˚ χΓ3ε{2 , one easily verifies that tηεuεą0 is a ˚-Γ-mollifier.

Lemma 3.4. Let papq, pbpq P R
˚ and tηεuεą0 be a ˚-Γ-mollifier. Then there is pℓpq P R
˚
such that, for any ε ą 0, we have
∥
∥ηεpξqeiz¨ξ
∥
∥
papq,pbpq
ď Hℓp,ε exp
ˆ
4ε| Im z| `Mℓpp|z|q `N
˚
ℓp
ˆ
1
∆CpIm zq
˙˙
, z P TC.
In particular, we have ηεpξqe
iz¨ξ P S
Mp,papq
Np,pbpq
pRnq for all z P TC.
Proof. We only employ here the assumptions pM.1q and pM.3q1 for the sequence Mp.
Set ℓ1p :“ mintap, bpu. Due to the support assumption on ηε, we may assume below
that ξ P Γ2ε. Then for any z P TC, α, β P Nn, we haveˇˇˇ
ξβ B
α
Bξα
`
ηεpξqe
iz¨ξ
˘ˇˇˇ
AαMαBβNβ
ď
|ξ|βe´y¨ξ
L1βNβ
2´|α|
ÿ
0ďα1ďα
ˆ
α
α1
˙
p2|z|q|α
1|
L1α1Mα1
ˆ
2|α´α
1|
L1α´α1Mα´α1
ˇˇˇ
ηpα´α
1q
ε pξq
ˇˇˇ˙
ď Hℓp,εe
Mℓpp|z|q
|ξ|βe´y¨ξ
LβNβ
,
where we have set ℓp :“ ℓ
1
p{2. Now ξ “ u ` v for certain u P Γ and v P Bp0, 2εq, so
that by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
|ξ|βe´y¨ξ
LβNβ
ď
p|u| ` 2εqβe´y¨ue´y¨v
LβNβ
ď
p|u| ` 2εq|β|e´∆Cpyq|u|e2ε|y|
LβNβ
ď
´
1
∆Cpyq
¯β ´
|β|
e
¯β
LβNβ
e2ε∆Cpyq`2ε|y| ď exp
ˆ
N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
∆Cpyq
˙
` 4ε|y|
˙
,
where we have used (2.8) and the elementary inequality mm ď emm!. 
In preparation for the proof of part (ii), we first need to extend [7, Proposition 3.1]
(cf. [19, Lemma 2.7]) by relaxing assumptions on the weight sequences. This provides
a useful convolution characterization of bounded sets in S 1˚: pR
nq. Our approach to this
convolution characterization employs the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) in the
context of ultradistributions [13, 5] and is inspired by the method from [16]. Given an
ultradistribution and a window ψ (a test function), the STFT of f with respect to ψ
is given by the smooth function
Vψfpx, ξq “ xfptq, ψpt´ xqe
´2πiξ¨ty, px, ξq P R2n.
Lemma 3.5. A subset B Ă S 1˚: pR
nq is bounded if and only if there exists pℓpq P R
˚
such that
(3.7) sup
fPB, xPRn
e´Nℓpp|x|q |pf ˚ ψqpxq| ă 8, @ψ P D˚ pRnq .
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Proof. We only make use here of the assumptions pM.1q and pM.2q1 on Np. The
necessity is easily obtained via the norms (2.7). Hence suppose that (3.7) holds for
some pℓpq P R
˚. We may assume the sequence LpNp satisfies pM.2q
1. We consider the
weighted Banach space X “ tg P CpRnq : gpξq “ OpexppNℓpp|ξ|qqqu and fix a compact
set K Ă Rn with non-empty interior.
The assumption (3.7) implies that for each f P B the mapping Lf : ϕ ÞÑ f ˚ ϕ is
continuous from D˚pRnq into X , so that in particular, in view of the Banach-Steinhaus
theorem, B˜ “ tpLf q|D˚
K
: f P Bu is an equicontinuous subset of LbpD
˚
K , Xq. This
implies that there is phpq P R
˚ such that B˜ Ă LbpD
Mp
K,phpq
, Xq and it is equicontinuous
there, where D
Mp
K,phpq
“ tψ P DK : supxPK, αPNn |ψ
pαqpxq|{pHαMαq ă 8u. Fix ψ P D
pMpq
K
with }ψ}L2pRnq “ 1. Since te
´Mhp p4π|ξ|qe2πiξ¨
q
ψ : ξ P Rnu is a bounded family in D
Mp
K,phpq
,
we conclude that, for some CB ą 0, independent of f P B,
|Vψfpx, ξq| “
ˇˇˇ
e´2πiξ¨x
´
f ˚ pe2πiξ¨qψq¯ pxqˇˇˇ ď CB exp `Nℓpp|x|q `Mhpp4π|ξ|q˘ .
On the other hand, let now ϕ P S˚: pR
nq. For any pℓ1pq P R
˚ it follows from [6,
Proposition 1] that there is some Cϕ ą 0 such thatˇˇ
Vψϕpx,´ξq
ˇˇ
ď Cϕ exp
`
´Nℓ1pp|x|q ´Mℓ1pp|ξ|q
˘
.
Moreover, according to the desingularization formula1 for the STFT [5, Eq. (2.6)],
〈f, ϕ〉 “
ż ż
R2n
Vψfpx, ξqVψϕpx,´ξqdxdξ.
Let h ą 0 be such that log h{ logH ě n ` 1 (with H the corresponding constant
occurring in pM.2q1 for LpNp and HpMp) and set ℓ
1
p :“ h
´1minpℓp, p4πq
´1hpq, then
applying (2.2) one gets
sup
fPB
|〈f, ϕ〉| ď CBCϕ
ż
Rn
e
Mhpp4π|ξ|q´Mℓ1p
p|ξ|q
dξ
ż
Rn
e
Nℓp p|x|q´Nℓ1p
p|x|q
dx ă 8,
which concludes the proof of the sufficiency. 
We are now ready to present a proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose B Ď S 1˚: rΓs is bounded in S
1˚
: pR
nq. By equicontinuity,
there are certain papq, pbpq P R
˚ such that B Ď
´
S
Mp,papq
Np,pbpq
pRnq
¯1
and it is bounded there.
Then, (3.1) follows directly from Lemma 3.4 (in particular, one does not employ pM.2q
for Np in this implication).
We now show that (3.2) is sufficient to guarantee boundedness. We are going to do
this employing Lemma 3.5. We may assume that pℓpq is such that LpMp satisfies pM.2q
1
and LpN
˚
p fulfills pM.2q (the constants occurring in these conditions are denoted by A
and H below). We may also suppose that |ω| “ 1. Fix ϕ P D˚ pRnq. Find R ą 0 such
1This is stated in [5] under the assumptions pM.1q and pM.2q, but one can relax pM.2q to pM.2q1
using the continuity result [6, Proposition 1] and adapting the arguments given in [16, Section 3] or
[5].
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that suppϕ Ă Bp0, Rq. We keep f P B. Take a bounded function γ : Rn Ñ p0, σ0s,
which will be specified later. Inverting the Laplace transform of f ˚ ϕ,
pf ˚ ϕqptq “
1
p2πqn
ż
Rn`iγptqω
e´iz¨tL tf ; zuL tϕ; zu dz.
By [14, Lemma 3.3, p. 49] and (2.6), we have that for any phpq P R
˚
|L tϕ; x` iγptqωu| ď Lϕ exp
`
´Mhp p|x|q `Rγptq
˘
, x P Rn.
Choose h ą 0 such that log h ě pn ` 1q logH . Taking hp “ ℓp{h, the condition pM.2q
1
in the form of estimate (2.2) yields
Mℓpp|x|q ´Mhp p|x|q “Mℓpp|x|q ´Mℓp ph|x|q ď ´pn` 1q logp|x|{Aq,
whence we infer the exponential function of this expression is integrable on Rn. Let
d “ ∆Cpωq. Employing (3.2) we then obtainˇˇˇˇż
Rn`iγptqω
e´iz¨tL tf ; zuL tϕ; zu dz
ˇˇˇˇ
ď LBLϕ exp
ˆ
γptqpω ¨ tq `N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
dγptq
˙
`Rγptq
˙ż
Rn
eMℓpp|x|q´Mhpp|x|qdx
ď L exp
ˆ
N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
dγptq
˙
` |t|γptq
˙
,
for some L ą 0. Note that LpNp satisfies pM.1q
˚, so that (2.4) holds for it. Also, since
Nℓpptq “ optq, there is a sufficiently large r0 such that
4pn1ℓ1 ` 1qNℓpp|t|q
d|t|
ď σ0 for |t| ą r0.
Set r “ maxtr0, n1ℓ1 ` 1u, we then define
γptq “
$&%
σ0, |t| ă r,
4pn1ℓ1 ` 1qNℓpp|t|q
d|t|
, |t| ě r.
For |t| ă r obviously
exp
ˆ
N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
dγptq
˙
` |t|γptq
˙
ď exp
ˆ
rσ0 `N
˚
ℓp
ˆ
1
σ0d
˙˙
.
If |t| ě r, the inequality (2.4) yields
exp
ˆ
N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
dγptq
˙
` |t|γptq
˙
ď exp
ˆ
N˚ℓp
ˆ
|t|
4pn1ℓ1 ` 1qNℓpp|t|q
˙
`
4pn1ℓ1 ` 1q
d
Nℓpp|t|q
˙
ď exp
`
2kNℓpp|t|q ` A
1
˘
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for some A1 ą 0 and k “ rlog2p1` 4pn1ℓ1` 1q{dqs. By repeated application of (2.3) for
Nℓp, one obtains
exp
`
2kNℓpp|t|q
˘
ď exppNℓp
`
Hk|t|
˘
` A2q,
for some A3 ą 0. Let ap “ ℓpH
´pk. Summing up, we have shown that
sup
fPB, tPRn
e´Napp|t|q |pf ˚ ϕqptq| ă 8.
Since ϕ was arbitrary, Lemma 3.5 applies to conclude that B is bounded.

4. The Tauberian theorem
We shall now use our results from the previous section to generalize the Drozhzhinov-
Vladimirov-Zav’yalov multidimensional Tauberian theorem for Laplace transforms [27,
28] from distributions to ultradistributions. Our goal is to devise a Laplace transform
criterion for the so-called quasiasymptotics.
The quasiasymptotic behavior was originally introduced by Zav’yalov [31] for dis-
tributions, but the definition of this concept naturally extends to ultradistributions or
other duals [17, 20, 22] as follows. Assume that X is a (barreled) locally convex space
of test functions on Rn provided with a continuous action of dilations. A generalized
function f P X 1 is said to have quasiasymptotic behavior (at infinity) with respect to a
(measurable) function ρ : R` Ñ R` if there is g P X
1 such that
(4.1) fpλξq „ ρpλqgpξq, as λÑ8
in X 1, that is, if for each test function ϕ P X
xfpλξq, ϕpξqy “ λ´nxfpλξq, ϕpξ{λqy „ ρpλqxgpξq, ϕpξqy.
The generalized function g must be homogenous of some degree α P R and, if g ‰ 0,
the function ρ must be regularly varying [2] of index α P R, namely,
lim
λÑ8
ρpλaq
ρpλq
“ aα, for each a ą 0.
Note that since we are only interested in its terminal behavior, one may assume [2]
without any loss of generality that the regularly varying function ρ is continuous on
r0,8q. We are exclusively interested in the case X 1 “ S 1˚: pR
nq.
We call a cone C 1 solid if it is non-empty and intC 1 ‰ H.
After this preliminaries, we are ready to present our Tauberian theorem. It is in-
verse to the ensuing Abelian statement that readily follows from the definition: If an
ultradistribution f P S 1˚: rΓs has quasiasymptotic behavior (4.1) in S
1˚
: pR
nq, then
(4.2) lim
rÑ0`
rn
ρp1{rq
L tf ; rzu “ L tg; zu
uniformly for z in compact subsets of TC . In the next theorem we write 7 “ pApq, tApu
for the Beurling and Roumieu cases of the specified weight sequence Ap.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that Mp and Np both satisfy pM.1q and pM.2q, while Mp also
satisfies pM.3q1 and Np satisfies pM.1q
˚. Set Ap “ MpNp. Let f P S
1˚
7 rΓs and let ρ be
regularly varying of index α. Suppose that there is a non-empty solid subcone C 1 Ă C
such that for each y P C 1 the limit
(4.3) lim
rÑ0`
rn
ρp1{rq
L tf ; riyu
exists. If there are ω P C and pℓpq P R
˚ such that
(4.4) lim sup
rÑ0`
sup
|x|2`sin2 θ“1
θPp0,π{2s
rne
´A˚
ℓp
p 1sin θ q
ρp1{rq
|L tf ; rpx` i sin θωqu| ă 8,
then f has quasiasymptotic behavior with respect to ρ in S 1˚: pR
nq.
Proof. In view of Corollary 3.2, it suffices to show that the Laplace transform of f
satisfies a bound of the form
(4.5)
rn
ρp1{rq
|L tf ; rpx` iσωqu| ď L exp
ˆ
Mℓ1pp|x|q `Nℓ1p
ˆ
1
σ
˙˙
for some pℓ1pq P R
˚, L, σ0 ą 0 and all x P R
n and 0 ă σ ă σ0. We may assume pM.2q
holds for both LpMp and LpN
˚
p (with constants A and H). We can also assume that
Lp ě 1 for all p. Using (4.4), there are 0 ă r0 ă 1 and L1 such that for any 0 ă r ă r0
(4.6)
rn
ρp1{rq
|L tf ; rpx` i sin θωqu| ď L1 exp
ˆ
A˚ℓp
ˆ
1
sin θ
˙˙
,
whenever |x|2 ` sin2 θ “ 1, where we always keep 0 ă θ ă π{2. On the other hand,
applying Theorem 3.1 to the singleton B “ tfu and possibly enlarging pℓpq,
(4.7) |L tf ; rpx` iσωqu| ď L2 exp
ˆ
Mℓpp|x|q ` A
˚
ℓp
ˆ
1
rσ
˙˙
,
for any 0 ă r ă 1, x P Rn and σ ă r0 ă 1. We may assume that ρpλq “ 1 for λ ă r0.
Furthermore, Potter’s estimate [2, Theorem 1.5.4] yields
(4.8)
ρpλtq
ρpλq
ď L3t
αmaxtt´1, tu, t, λ ą 0.
We keep arbitrary r ă 1, x P Rn, 0 ă σ ă r0, and write r
1 “
a
|x|2 ` σ2, x1 “ x{r1, and
sin θ “ σ{r1. If rr1 ă r0, we obtain from (4.8), (4.6), and the fact that Mℓpptq increases
faster than log t,
rn
ρp1{rq
|L tf ; rpx` iσωqu| ď L1L3
ˆ
1
r1
˙α`n
max
"
r1,
1
r1
*
exp
ˆ
A˚ℓp
ˆ
r1
σ
˙˙
“ O
ˆ
exp
ˆ
Mℓpp2|x|q ` A
˚
ℓp
ˆ
2|x|
σ
˙˙˙
.
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Similarly, if rr1 ě r0, we employ (4.7), (4.8), ρp1{prr
1qq “ 1, and pM.2q1 for both LpMp
and LpAp to conclude that for some h
1 ą 0
rn
ρp1{rq
|L tf ; rpx` iσωqu| ď O
ˆ
exp
ˆ
Mℓpph
1|x|q ` A˚ℓp
ˆ
h1|x|
σ
˙˙˙
.
We have found in all cases
rn
ρp1{rq
|L tf ; rpx` iσωqu| ď L4 exp
ˆ
Mℓpph|x|q ` A
˚
ℓp
ˆ
h|x|
σ
˙˙
.
for some L4 and h “ maxth
1, 2u. It remains to observe that A˚ℓp ph|x|{σq ďMℓpph|x|q`
N˚ℓpph{σq, so that (4.5) holds with ℓ
1
p “ ℓp{pHhq, by pM.2q. 
5. Sharpening the bound (3.1)
If the sequence Mp and the cone Γ satisfy stronger conditions, it turns out that the
bound (3.1) can be considerably improved. In fact, we shall show here how to remove
the ε term from (3.1). Recall Γ is a solid cone if int Γ ‰ H.
We start with three lemmas, from which our improvement of Theorem 3.1 will follow.
Lemma 5.1. Let tFjujPI be a family of holomorphic functions on T
C. Suppose that
for some pℓpq P R
˚ and each ε ą 0 there is L “ Lε ą 0 such that for all j P I
(5.1)
ˇˇ
p1` |Re z|qn`2Fjpzq
ˇˇ
ď L exp
ˆ
ε| Im z| `N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
∆CpIm zq
˙˙
, z P TC .
Then there are phpq P R
˚ and fj P C
1pRnq with supp fj Ď Γ, @j P I, such that
te´Nhp p|¨|qfjujPI is a bounded set in L
8pRnq and Fjpzq “ L tfj ; zu, j P I.
Proof. We closely follow the proof of the lemma in [27, Section 10.5, p. 148]. We may
assume that LpNp satisfies pM.1q and pM.2q. From (5.1) it follows in particular that
p1` | ¨ |qFjp¨ ` iyq P L
1pRnq, @y P C, j P I.
From the Cauchy formula we obtain for each compact subset K Ă C and each j P I
sup
yPK
ˇˇˇˇ
B
Byk
Fjpx` iyq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O
ˆ
1
p1` |x|qn`2
˙
, k P t1, . . . , nu.
Therefore,
gjpξ, yq “ p2πq
´neξ¨yF tFjp¨ ` iyq; ξu P C
1pRn ˆ Cq, j P I,
where F stands for the Fourier transform. Furthermore, for each k P t1, . . . , nu,
B
Byk
gjpξ, yq “ p2πq
´neξ¨y
„
ξkF tFjp¨ ` iyq; ξu ` iF
"
B
Bxk
Fjp¨ ` iyq; ξ
*
“ 0,
so that the C1 functions fjpξq :“ gjpξ, yq do not depend on y P C. By (5.1), there is
L1 “ L1ε ą 0 such that
(5.2) |fjpξq| ď L
1 exp
ˆ
ξ ¨ y ` ε|y| `N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
∆Cpyq
˙˙
, ξ P Rn, y P C , j P I.
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Take any ξ0 R Γ. As pΓ
˚q˚ “ Γ, there is some y0 P C such that ξ0 ¨ y0 “ ´1. Since
∆Cpλy0q “ λ∆Cpy0q for λ ą 0, we conclude from (5.2) for ε “ p2|y0|q
´1 and y “ λy0
that
|fjpξ0q| ď L
1 exp
ˆ
´
λ
2
`N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
λ∆Cpy0q
˙˙
, λ ą 0.
By letting λ Ñ 8, it follows that this is only possible if fpξ0q “ 0. We conclude that
supp fj Ď Γ for each j P I.
Now take an arbitrary y0 P C such that |y0| “ 1, then (5.2) gives us for ε “ 1{2 and
y “ λy0, λ ą 0,
|fjpξq| exp
ˆ
´p1` |ξ|qλ´N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
λ∆Cpy0q
˙˙
ď L1e´
λ
2 .
We integrate this inequality with respect to λ on p0,8q in order to gain an estimate
on the fj . The 1-dimensional case of [3, Lemma 5.2.6, p. 97] applied to the open cone
p0,8q, yields the existence of constants L2, c ą 0 such thatż 8
0
exp
ˆ
´p1` |ξ|qλ´N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
λ∆Cpy0q
˙˙
dλ ě L2 exp
`
´Nℓppcp1` |ξ|qq
˘
.
Hence, using [3, Lemma 2.1.3, p. 16], it follows for any ξ P Rn and j P I that
|fjpξq| ď
2L1
L2
exp
`
Nℓppcp1` |ξ|qq
˘
ď
2L1
L2
exp
`
Nℓpp2cq `Nℓpp2c|ξ|q
˘
.
The proof is complete noticing that by the Fourier inversion Fjpzq “ L tfj ; zu. 
Recall an ultrapolynomial [14] of type ˚ is an entire function
P pzq “
8ÿ
m“0
amz
m, am P C,
where the coefficients satisfy |am| ď L{HmMm for some phpq P R
˚ and L ą 0. It is
ensured by condition pM.2q that the multiplication of two ultrapolynomials is again an
ultrapolynomial (cf. [14, Proposition 4.5, p. 58] and (2.5)).
Lemma 5.2. Let Γ be a solid cone solid and let pℓpq P R
˚. Suppose that LpMp satisfies
pM.1q, pM.2q, and pM.3q. Then, there are an ultrapolynomial P of type ˚ and constants
L, L1 ě 1 such that
(5.3) eMℓpp|z|q ď |P pzq| ď L1eMℓppL|z|q, @z P TC .
Proof. Set rP pzq :“ 8ź
p“1
ˆ
1`
z
ℓpmp
˙
, z P C,
an ultrapolynomial of type ˚ satisfying a bound P pzq “ OpeMℓppL
2|z|qq [14, Proposi-
tion 4.5 and Proposition 4.6, pp. 58–59]. Now for Re z ě 0 as in [14, p. 89]ˇˇˇ rP pzqˇˇˇ ě sup
pPN
pź
q“1
|z|
ℓqmq
“ sup
pPN
M0|z|
p
LpMp
“ eMℓpp|z|q.
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Since we assumed int Γ ‰ H, there is a basis te1, . . . , enu of R
n such that ej P int Γ for
1 ď j ď n. Find also λ ą 0 such that λminj |ej ¨ z| ě |z| for all z P C. Now define
P pzq :“
nź
j“1
rP p´λn1{2iej ¨ zq,
which is an ultrapolynomial of type ˚ as well and the upper bound in (5.3) holds
because of (2.3) applied to Mℓp. Since for any z P T
C we have Rep´niej ¨ zq ą 0,
1 ď j ď n, one then obtains for any z in the tube domainˇˇ
Pℓppzq
ˇˇ
ě exp
˜
nÿ
j“1
Mℓppn
1{2λ|ej ¨ z|q
¸
ě exp
`
Mℓp p|z|q
˘
.

Lemma 5.3. Let pℓpq P R
˚. It holds that for any y P C
(5.4) sup
ξPΓ
exp
`
Nℓpp|ξ|q ´ y ¨ ξ
˘
ď exp
ˆ
N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
∆Cpyq
˙˙
.
Proof. We only make use of pM.1q˚. Using the estimate (2.8), we obtain for any y P C
sup
ξPΓ
eNℓp p|ξ|q´y¨ξ ď sup
tě0
eNℓp ptq´∆Cpyqt,
so that (5.4) follows from [18, Lemma 5.6]
sup
tą0
 
Nℓpptq ´ st
(
ď N˚ℓp
ˆ
1
s
˙
, s ą 0.

Theorem 5.4. Suppose that the cone Γ is solid, Mp and Np both satisfy pM.1q and
pM.2q, and Mp also satisfies pM.3q. Then, a set B Ă S
1˚
: rΓs is bounded if and only if
there are L ą 0 and pℓpq P R
˚ such that for all f P B
(5.5) |L tf ; zu| ď L exp
ˆ
Mℓpp|z|q `N
˚
ℓp
ˆ
1
∆CpIm zq
˙˙
, z P TC .
Proof. We only need to show that if B “ tfjujPI is bounded then (5.5) holds. By
Theorem 3.1, there is pℓpq P R
˚ such that for any ε ą 0 there is L “ Lε ą 0 such that
for all j P I
|L tfj ; zu| ď L exp
ˆ
ε|y| `Mℓpp|z|q `N
˚
ℓp
ˆ
1
∆Cpyq
˙˙
, @z P TC .
We may assume LpMp satisfies pM.1q, pM.2q and pM.3q. Let P be the ultrapolynomial
constructed as in Lemma 5.2. Fix k ě Hn`2, where H is the constant occurring in
pM.2q1 for LpMp. We consider the ultrapolynomial Qpzq “ P pkzq, so that it satisfies
the bounds eMℓppk|z|q ď |Qpzq| ď L1eMℓp pν|z|q for all z P TC and some ν ą 0. Set now
Fjpzq “ L tfj ; zu, which are holomorphic functions on T
C . In view of (2.2), the family
tFj{QujPI satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.1, so that there are gj P C
1pRnq with
supp gj Ď Γ for which there is some pℓ
1
pq P R
˚ such that texpp´Nℓ1pp| ¨ |qqgjujPI is a
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bounded subset of L8pRnq and Fjpzq “ QpzqL tgj ; zu for each j P I. Now, taking into
account (2.2) (we may assume H is the same constant for both LpMp and L
1
pNp) and
Lemma 5.3, there are some L2, L3 ą 0 such that for all j P I
|Fjpzq| ď L
2eMℓppν|z|q
ż
Γ
e
N
ℓ1p
p|ξ|q´y¨ξ
dξ
ď L3eMℓppν|z|q sup
ξPΓ
e
N
ℓ1p
pk|ξ|q´y¨ξ
ż
Γ
dξ
p1` |ξ|qn`2
ď AL1
ˆż
Γ
dξ
p1` |ξ|qn`2
˙
exp
ˆ
Mℓppν|z|q `N
˚
ℓ1p
ˆ
k
∆Cpyq
˙˙
.
Hence, we obtain a bound of type (5.5) for the sequence kp “ mintℓp{ν, ℓ
1
p{ku. 
Theorem 5.4 can be used to draw further topological information. In fact, it leads to
an isomorphism between S 1˚: rΓs and analogs of the Vladimirov algebra [27, Chapter 12]
HpTCq of holomorphic functions on TC. Given ℓ ą 0, we define the Banach space
OℓpT
Cq of all holomorphic functions F on the tube domain TC that satisfy the bounds
}F }ℓ “ sup
zPTC
|F pzq|e
´Mpℓ|z|q´N˚
´
ℓ
∆C pIm zq
¯
ă 8.
We then introduce the pDFSq and pFSq spaces
O
pMpq
pNpq
pTCq “ limÝÑ
ℓ
OℓpT
Cq and O
tMpu
tNpu
pTCq “ limÐÝ
ℓ
OℓpT
Cq.
The arguments we have given above actually show that the Laplace transform maps
S 1˚: rΓs bijectively into O
˚
: pT
Cq and that this mapping and its inverse map bounded sets
into bounded sets (cf. the property (2.5) in the Roumieu case). Since the spaces under
consideration are all bornological, we might summarize the results from this section as
follows,
Theorem 5.5. Let Γ be a solid convex acute cone and suppose that Mp and Np both
satisfy pM.1q and pM.2q, while Mp also satisfies pM.3q. Then, the Laplace transform
L : S 1˚: rΓs Ñ O
˚
: pT
Cq
is an isomorphism of locally convex spaces.
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